How do you
decarbonise rail
transport?
(Network Perspective)

Is there some
physical reason your
railway track cannot
be electrified with
overhead
electrification?

Many trains still run on diesel. Depending on the
type of service and where on the network a train will
run, different alternatives exist. This diagram seeks
to explain what those alternatives are, and how and
where they could be deployed.
This is the counterpart to the Train Perspective
diagram - that explains what trains to buy, this
explains where and how to electrify lines.
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It is a regular line. If
there are reasons to
not electrify it these
are not physical

Bridges and tunnels can be a
barrier to overhead electrification,
but can normally be overcome lowering track or pantograph down
or - if necessary - a small diesel or
battery module in an electric train

My line is in a depot,
marshalling yard,
loading facility or port
- building overhead
wires here is not
possible

Electrification is in
place normally, but
during maintenance
or rebuilding is not
under tension

* Few trains / Many trains - this issue is
controversial! Hence no number is stipulated here!
What runs on the
line?
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This line has few
trains normally, but is
vital for the resilience
of the network if other
lines fail / are being
reconstructed

How long is the track
from the nearest point
with overhead
electrification?

> 80km

Few trains*
freight

These sorts of tracks
are generally short so a battery electric
locomotive can return
to a depot at the end
of a shift

Do you have a ready
supply of Green
Hydrogen nearby?

< 80km

Yes

No

Build hydrogen
fuelling infrastructure

There are no easy
options here just now
- don't build anything
and stick to diesel
power for now

Do you have a ready
supply of Green
Hydrogen nearby?

No

Yes

You have a choice to
make between two
technologies

Build a fast charging
station at the
terminus station, or
electrification islands
at interim stops

You don't need to do
anything. Batteryelectric EMUs can run
here already

Electrify the line with
overhead wires

Build a fast charging
station at the depot

Build a fast charging
station at the depot,
and possibly invest in
diesel-battery or
electric-battery hybrid
trains so as to be able
to cover longer
distances

